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Surah Al Qadr 
 
Surah Al Qadr talks about the Night of Decree which falls in the last ten nights of Ramadan. We                   
don’t know the exact date so we should work hard to not to miss laylatul Qadr.  
 
Every Surah has a theme but as the surahs get shorter and the ayaat get shorter as well, the                   
themes cannot be missed. These are the surahs that we use in salaat and these are the ones                  
that should be repeated because in Juz Amma, the most important lessons are presented in a                
condensed form. 
 
Qadr comes from qaaf-daal-raa, meaning estimation (miqdaar) / position or value. There’s also 
Al Qadr, or taqdeer, which means decree. Laylatul Qadr implies a night, from maghrib to fajr, 
and it falls in the last ten nights of Ramadan and it is very valuable and precious. The rewards of 
this night cannot be obtained in any other night. 
 
The privilege is that if you worship Allah SWT that one night it will be equal to a 1000 months of 
worship, or 83 years of worship. When you think about it, an average person gets about 30-50 
years of worship in their lifetime! We will now look at the features of Laylatul Qadr, that night of 
extreme importance. 
 

 
 

In the first ayaah, inna is verily and the extra na implies We, referring to Allah SWT. We is used                    
to magnify the status of Allah SWT. Nazala means to send down, so anzalna means Allah SWT                 
is again clarifying that He did this action, He sent down. This also shows that He is up and                   



sends things down - He is in the sky and above us over the Throne. The ‘hu’ part of anzalnahu                    
implies Quran, which was sent down in this night.  
 
The Quran, which is Kalam Ullah, Allah’s SWT Word, and He sent it down for us to read and                   
hear. This is indeed a huge blessing, because this is sent down because we need it - it is our                    
guidance to this life. We need this connection with Allah SWT. And so something this special                
would have come down on a special night. And from all the nights in the year, Allah SWT chose                   
laylatul Qadr. This night get this status, this position because Allah SWT chose this night for this                 
action! 
 

 
 

The Quran was sent down twice as it is said so many times in the Quran. Allah’s SWT Kalam is                    
endless or unlimited, this Quran is just for us, for our guidance. All we need is right here in the                    
Quran for us. The first sending was when it was sent down whole (kulli), and then in parts                  
(munajjma). The first sending was to the lowest heaven in one go, in laylatul Qadr. The second                 
one was from the lowest heavens to the Rasool SAW over 23 years through Angel Jibreel AS                 
depending on the situation. It is believed that the first wahy was also on laylatul Qadr, in Ghaar                  
Hira. We should be so grateful for laylatul Qadr as well because it was the night that we were                   
sent the Quran, which is so precious to us, we need it so much.  



 

 
The next ayaah, Allah SWT asks what could make you know what exactly laylatul Qadr is. The                 
ma here is of istifhaam, which is questioning in nature. We don’t know anything until Allah SWT                 
informs us and He informs or teaches us as we need it. There is also tashweeq and tazheem in                   
this which means that it makes us more motivated and interested in this question! Adraka               
comes from da-ra-ya which means to know. When framed in a question, it increases our               
curiosity and excitement about the information or lesson we’re about to learn.  
 

 
 
This Night is important because the Decree is distributed in the hands of the angels. There are                 
many angels and they don’t know the unseen, Allah SWT gives them the decree of the whole                 
coming year - the fate, the time and provision. Allah SWT reveals these things to angels                



assigned to that specific task in a timely manner - it is very confidential, even one angel doesn’t                  
know the work of another angel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


